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1. Introduction.The goal of this paper is to generalize the Aubry-Mather theorem on the existence ofquasi-periodic solutions of certain di�erence equations to cases in which the unknowndepends not just on one, but on several variables by modifying a method used in [Go]in the one-dimensional case.Such generalizations are natural from the point of view of the solid state motiva-tions of the theorem. For example, the Frenkel-Kontorovna model considered by Aubryand Mather describes con�gurations which are one-dimensional chains of particles in aperiodic external potential and interacting with their nearest neighbors via a harmonicpotential. Such models are one-dimensional caricatures of the physical situation of alayer of a material over a substratum of other material. If we denote by V (x) = V (x+1)the periodic potential and by ui the displacement of the ith particle from the its equi-librium position, we seek con�gurations that are critical points of the energy:(1:1) S(u) =Xi2Z 12(ui � ui+1 � a)2 + V (ui)(We also point out that there are other physical interpretations. For example, we couldhave atoms whose state is described by an internal variable ui. The internal energyis periodic but there is a coupling between nearest variable. For example, the model(1.1) has been used as models of spin waves. In that interpretation, V (ui) would be themagnetic energy of the ith atom and the term 12 (ui�ui+1)2 { or a modi�cation { wouldbe the exchange interaction between neighboring spins.)Even if the sum on the R. H. S. of (1.1) is only formal, the variational equationsare quite well de�ned, namely:(1:2) ui+1 + ui�1 � 2ui + V 0(ui) = 0which are equivalent to the well known standard-like mappings of Hamiltonian mechan-ics. The Aubry-Mather theorem establishes, among other things, that for every ! 2 Rthe variational equations (1.2) admit a solution u such that supi jui � !ij <1. In thispaper we will be concerned with generalizing this theorem to situations in which:� The physical space is higher dimensional.2



� The interactions are not necessarily just nearest neighbor.� The interactions are invariant under a smaller symmetry group than the full lattice.An example to keep in mind of a model to which our results apply is the n-dimensional analogue of the Frenkel-Kontorovna model, described by the actionS(u) = Xi2Zn 12n Xj:jj�ij=1 jui � uj j2 + V (ui)which leads to the variational equations:(�u)i + V 0(ui) = 0where � denotes the discrete Laplacian. Such models for n = 2 have been consideredin [V], where one can also �nd an extensive discussion of properties of solutions, andphysical consequences.Another generalization which we will be able to deal with isS(u) = Xi2Zn 12n Xj:jj�ij=1 jui � uj j2 + V (ui; i)where V (x; i) is periodic in i and similar generalizations. In the case n = 1, this admitsthe dynamic interpretation of a composition of �nite number of standard maps or,alternatively, as a map in a higher dimensional space. These generalizations, howeverdo not seem to include higher dimensional standard maps.The method of proof we will use is motivated by a recent paper of Gol�e [Go] whichpresents a new proof of the classical Aubry-Mather theorem for one dimensional Frenkel-Kontorovna models. We point out that it is also possible using the methods employedhere to give a simple proof of generalizations of a theorem of Moser [Mo] on partialdi�erential equations. Since the latter results seem to require other ingredients fromP.D.E., and have di�erent motivation, we will report on them elsewhere. The use ofheat ow methods in Aubry-Mather theory was introduced in the paper [An], but themethods we use here are more elementary.We also point out that results very related to those of this paper, can be found in[Bl1], [Bl2] by using quite di�erent methods. We also note that the papers [Bl1] and3



[Bl2] look for minimal solutions. Following the lead of [Mo], [An] and [Go], we look forsolutions of the variational problem that are well ordered. This makes the estimatesat in�nity much simpler. In this respect, it is interesting to point out that in higherdimensional ambient spaces there are examples in [Bl2] of minimal solutions which arenot well ordered. These phenomena have been observed numerically in [OV].2. AcknowledgmentsWe thank C. Gol�e for acquainting us with [Go] prior to publication, and for his encour-agement. He and F. Tangerman made very useful comments on a preliminary versionof this paper. We also thank L. M. Floria for making us aware of [V] and providing uswith a copy and J. Moser for several discussions and making us aware of [Bl1], [Bl2].The authors have been supported by NSF grants. R.L. also acknowledges the supportof the AMS Centennial Fellowship and a URI from U. Texas during the last revision ofthis paper.3. Notation and statement of results.We will be concerned with functions de�ned on lattices (i.e. discrete subgroups of Rdwith its additive structure). We will �nd it useful to distinguish between the latticesas subsets of Rd and as groups of motions. (For example, we will �nd it useful toconsider smaller groups of motions that the full lattice.) Hence, we will use the wordcrystals when we want to emphasize the fact that the group structure is irrelevantWe will also refer to functions on lattices as con�gurations. This is motivated by thephysical interpretation of the models in (1.1) for which the i represent labels of atoms,ui represent characteristics of each atom. The function ui represents the state { orcon�guration of the crystal { and the action in (1.1) is the energy associated to thecon�guration.As it is well known, discrete subgroups of Rd can be identi�ed with sets of the formfx 2 Rd �� x = Pni=1 kivi; ki 2 Zg for some linearly independent vectors vi. (Withoutloss of generality we will assume that n = d) Hence, all crystals can be identi�ed withZd. The identi�cation is not unique, but we will assume it is done and �xed throughthe proof. This allows us to de�ne the distance between two points in the crystal usingthe absolute value of points in Zd (The sum of the absolute value of the coordinates)4



Again, this is a non-canonical choice and many others would have worked, but we �x itfor the sake of de�niteness.We will denote by � the points of a lattice and denote by G a group of translationsthat leaves invariant. Clearly, G is a subgroup of the lattice and indeed we will �ns ituseful to consider the case where it is a non-trivial subgroup.If k is an element of the lattice, we denote by Tk the translation by k on the crystal.That is Tkx = x+ k.For each subset B of � we denote by jBj the number of elements of B, and by @nBthe set: @nB � fx 2 �� B : dist(x;B) � ng [ fx 2 B : dist(x;�� B) � ngWe write that limn �n = � if for any site j 2 � there is an N(j) such that n > N(j)implies j 2 �n.A particularly important role in the argument will be played by collections of setsthat cover the whole space but are hierarchically ordered in sizes of di�erent scales. Thesets of one scale can be decomposed into pieces which are sets of the smaller scale. (Thisis quite similar to the usual Calder�on-Zygmund decompositions of harmonic analysis)For example, using the representation of the crystal as Zd, we can consider thecollection C of �nite subsets � which are of the form:� = [k1 � lm; k1 + lm]� [k2 � lm; k2 + lm]� � � � [kn � lm; kn + lm]for some k1; : : : ; kn 2 Z, lm = (3m+1 � 1)=2. In other words, cubes of sizes lm growingexponentially and centered at any point.It is important to note that since [k � lm; k + lm] = [(k � lm + lm�1)� lm�1; (k �lm + lm�1) + lm�1][ [(k� lm + 3lm�1+ 1)� lm�1; (k� lm +3lm�1 + 1)+ lm�1][ [(k�lm+5lm�1+2)� lm�1; (k� lm+5lm�1+2)+ lm�1] (Recall that �lm+6lm�1+2 = lm.)we conclude that the cubes of size lm can be divided into 3n disjoint cubes of size lm�1.We also note that as the sizes of the cubes grow, their boundaries are negligiblewith respect to their volume. This property will also play an important role.5



We will record these in a de�nition to make clear what properties of the collectionC will be needed later. This may lead to developing an Aubry-Mather theory in a moreabstract setting. We also note that very similar properties play a role in the theory ofthe thermodynamic limit (See e.g [Ru]).De�nition 3.1. We say that a collection C of �nite subsets of a lattice � admits anination rule if:i) If f�ngn2N � C and j�nj ! 1, then there are translations kn 2 G such thatlimn Tkn(�n) = �.ii) There exist N;L 2 N and M 2 R such that for any set � 2 C with j�j > L,we can �nd N mutually disjoint sets �1; � � � ;�N 2 C, j�ij > M , such that � =�1 [ �2;[ � � � ;[�N :iii) For every n 2 N, if we de�ne �n(m) � maxfj@n�j : j�j � m; � 2 Cg, we havelimm!1 �n(m)=m� = 0, for any � > log(M)= log(N) for the N;M in ii).It is obvious that for the M;N in ii) we should have M � N . The di�erencebetween M and N is a measure of the di�culty of �tting sets of the same size in Ctogether. For example, if we consider the sets of cubes with all possible translations,we can take M = N . For the set consisting of up and down triangles of size at least Son a two dimensional hexagonal lattice we can take N = 4 and M = 4 + O(1=S).For the above two cases it is easy to verify condition ii) with � = 1, but neverthelessfor �xed n and su�ciently large sets, j@n�j � nj�n�j � nj�j1�1=� j where � is thedimension of the lattice.Aubry-Mather theory will assert the existence of real valued functions on the lat-tice satisfying certain properties. Again, we point out that we will use the physicallymotivated name \con�gurations" often.De�nition 3.2. A con�guration is a map u : � 7! R. We de�ne sums of con�gurationsand their multiplication by numbers in the usual way for maps.Our next goal is to �nd a de�nition, analogous to that of Birkho� orbits, that6



generalizes to higher dimensional situations. We observe that the essential part of thede�nition of Birkho� orbits is that translations preserve order properties.In what follows, we note that the group of translations that we consider may be asubgroup of �nite index of the full group of translations of the lattice. To emphasizethat, we will denote it by ~G.De�nition 3.3. If we have a crystal �, a subgroup ~G { of �nite index { of the groupG of translations of the lattice. we will denote the action of ~G acting on con�gurationsby (Tku)i = ui+k. Similarly, for ` 2 Z we denote by R` the mapping de�ned by(R`u)k = uk + `.Note that Tk are linear operators and the R` are a�ne.An immediate consequence of these de�nitions is:Proposition 3.4. TkTk0 = Tk0Tk = Tk+k0 , R`R`0 = R`0R` = R`+`0 , and, for k in ~G,TkR` = R`Tk.De�nition 3.5. Given two con�gurations u; u0, we write u � u0 if ui � u0i for all i 2 �,with analogous de�nitions for any of the other comparison symbols �; < or >.Notice that these comparisons among con�gurations are not total orders (except inthe trivial case where � consists of one element). That is, there are pairs of con�gura-tions which do not satisfy any of the comparisons.This order works very nicely with all the other elements of structure that we haveintroduced so far (actions of translations, addition of con�gurations)Proposition 3.6. If u � u0, then for every k 2 ~G and every ` 2 Z and for anycon�guration u00 we have: Tku � Tku0, R`u � R`u0, and u+ u00 � u0 + u00.De�nition 3.7. Given a vector ! 2 Rn, we say that a con�guration u is of type ! if(3:1) supj2� jjuj � ! � jjj <17



where we denote by ! � j the usual scalar product. We denote by O! the set of con�g-urations of type !.We refer to the con�guration u! de�ned by u!k = !�k as the plane wave of frequency! We observe that TkR`(O!) = O!. Notice also that O! is an a�ne space modeledon `1(�;R) � fu : � ! R : jjujj � supj2Zn juj j < 1:g Part of the di�culties of thetheory arise from the fact that `1 is a space ill suited for many constructions in thecalculus of variations.Nevertheless, there is a natural way to restore some control at1. The following isa de�nition that has played an important role in dynamical systems.De�nition 3.8. Given a discrete subgroup ~G of trasnlations leving invariant a crystal�, we say that a con�guration u 2 O! is a Birkho� con�guration if for every k 2 ~G,every ` 2 Z we have either TkR`u � u or TkR`u � uWe denote by B! the set of Birkho� con�gurations in O!. We note that this set isnot empty (e.g. the plane wave u! belongs to it).Note that the concept of Birkho� depends on the subgroup ~G that we are consid-ering. We will omit this from the notation when it does not lead to confusion. Usuallyin Aubry-Mather theory, one just takes ~G = G. consider other models.Proposition 3.9. Let u 2 B!. If for some k 2 ~G, ` 2 Z, ! �k+` < 0. Then TkR`u � u.If ! � k + ` > 0 then TkR`u � u.(In other words, the choice of sign in the Birkho� de�nition is the same as for theplane wave of frequency !)Proof. We will only prove the �rst case. Assume the hypothesis was true and theconclusion false. By the Birkho� property, if TkR`u � u is false then, we should haveTkR`u � u. If TkR`u � u then, for any natural number n we also have (TkR`)nu � u.If we compare with the plane wave solution, using that (TkR`)nu! = u+(k �!+`)n,8



we have using that Tk is linear and R` a�ne(TkR`)nu� (TkR`)nu! = (TkR`)nu�u+(u�u!)�n(k �!+ `) � (u�u!)�n(k �!+ `):On the other hand infj [(TkR`)nu]j � [(TkR`)nu!]j = infj uj � u!jThis is the desired contradiction.
Proposition 3.10. For every k 2 ~G, there exist `�; `+ such that for every u 2 O!,R`�u � Tku � R`�u.Actually, this is the main property of the set of Birkho� orbits that we will use.Notice that its strength comes from the fact that `�; `+ depend only on k and not onthe element of the set.If ! � k is not an integer, we can get `+ and `� to di�er by 1. If ! � k happens tobe an integer, we can get them to di�er by 2.Another property of Birkho� sets we will use is:Proposition 3.11. TkR`B! = B!, for k 2 ~G.From this we deduce that if we de�ne an equivalence relation among con�gurationsby uRu0 if and only if u = R`u0 for some `, it is possible to restrict this relation to B!and hence speak of B!=R. This set will play an important role.The previous de�nitions involve only the geometry of con�gurations. To obtainmeaningful physical models it is necessary to de�ne interactions among the particles.The following de�nition is standard in statistical mechanics. See e.g [Ru].De�nition 3.12. An interaction is a collection of maps fHB : B � �; B �niteg thatto each con�guration u associate a number HB(u) which depends only on the restrictionof u to B. 9



De�nition 3.13. We will say that an interaction is invariant under the group ~G oftranslations if for all the translations k 2 ~G, allB, and all con�gurations u, HTkB(Tku) =HB(u). We will say that an interaction has periodic phase space if for all ` 2 Z, all B,and all con�gurations u,(3:2) HB(R`u) = HB(u):One consequence of (3.2) is that the maps HB can be considered not just as mapsB! ! R but rather as B!=R ! R.Notice that the Frenkel-Kontorovna models correspond to taking Hfig(u) = V (ui),Hfi;jg(u) = 12n(ui � uj)2 when ji� jj = 1, and all other HB(u) equal to zero. They aretranslation invariant and have periodic phase space.The variational principle we will consider comes from the formal action:(3:3) S(u) = XB��Bfinite HB(u)The variational equations corresponding to the formal variational principle aboveare:(3:4) XB3i @@uiHB(u) = 0; for all i 2 �The equations (3.4) are well de�ned whenever the sums converge in a su�cientlystrong sense. This motivates the following de�nitions.De�nition 3.14. We say that an interaction is r-bounded on the con�gurations inthe convex set O of con�gurations if:(3:5) jjHjjr � supu2O supj1 Xj2;���;jr �� XB3j1;���jr @@uj1 � � � @@ujrHB(u)�� <1Remark. Note that we have chosen the de�nition in such a way that jjHjjr dependsonly on the derivatives of H of order exactly r. In particular, assuming that a functionis r-bounded does not a�ord any control on derivatives of order less than r.10



Remark. Note that the equations (3.4) make perfectly good sense when the interactionis 1 bounded.Remark. Notice that the property of being 1 bounded depends on the set of con�gu-rations we are considering. For example, if we consider the Frenkel-Kontorovna model,it is 1 bounded on sets of the form OK! = fu : supi jui � ! � ij � K < 1g (Hence,it is 1 bounded in B!) Nevertheless, it is not 1 bounded on O!. We will still omit thedependence on the set when it is obvious to which set we are referring.Notice that by Proposition 3.10 the set B! is contained in O2!.The reason for introducing these semi-norms is that the variational equations canbe written as Fi(u) = 0 where Fi(u) = PB2i @@uiHB(u). In the cases that we will beinterested in, O will be an a�ne space over `1 and the conditions (3.5) are conditionsthat ensure that the r � 1 derivative of F exists and is uniformly bounded in the senseof derivatives in the Banach space `1.In particular we have:Corollary 3.15. If we de�ne F as above, we have jjF(u)�F(~u)jj`1 � jjHjj2jju�~ujj`1 .Finally, we will need an extra hypothesis which is analogous to the twist conditionin Hamiltonian mechanics and to ferromagnetism in statistical mechanics.De�nition 3.16. We will say that an interaction which is 2 bounded on O satis�es thetwist condition { or is ferromagnetic { if for all con�gurations u 2 O, and all j 6= j0 2 �,(3:6) XB3j @2@uj@uj0HB(u) � 0The property (3.6) is obviously implied by the stronger one:(3:7) @2@uj@uj0HB(u) � 0for all j 6= j0 2 �, B � �. We refer to (3.7) as the strong twist condition or the strongferromagnetic condition.(Notice that the Frenkel-Kontorovna models satisfy (3.7).)11



Theorem 3.17. Let � be a crystal with group of translations G. Let H be aninteraction invariant under the group ~G of �nite index in G, 2 bounded on O3!. Assumefurthermore either:a) H satis�es the twist condition and is �nite range.b) H satis�es the strong twist condition.Then, there is a solution of (3.4) which lies in B!.The crux of the proof is to verify the second part. Then, the �rst part is just avery easy approximation argument.We also note that the hypothesis of boundedness of the ow can be weakenedconsiderably. See the remarks at the end of the proof for the details.4. Proof of Theorem 3.17Our �rst task will be to prove Theorem 3.17 under the extra assumption that theinteraction is of �nite range and that it is 3-bounded. Later, we will use this result toprove the full result by approximating our original problem by 3-bounded �nite rangemodels.The proof of this weak version of Theorem 3.17 will follow, roughly, the scheme in[Go]. We will derive a contradiction to the assumption that there are no critical pointsof (3.4) of the desired type; namely, we will show that if there is no critical point of (3.4)in B!, then we can �nd a map T : B! ! B!, and a continuous function G : B! ! R,such that G(T (u)) � G(u) + � for some � > 0, and this will lead to a contradiction.The argument in [Go] uses the fact that if a con�guration u0 is not a critical point of(1.2) we can �nd a G such that G(T (u)) � G(u) with the inequality being strict foru in a neighborhood of u0. Unfortunately, some steps of the argument of [Go] do notgeneralize when the dimension of \time" is greater than one and we have to use a moredirect argument.Lemma 4.1. B!=R � O!=R is compact when O!=R is given the topology generatedby the following basis: fOB;A : B a �nite subset of �; A an open subset of Rdg, where12



fOB;Ag � fû : (uj � ! � j) � A for j 2 B; for some u 2 ûg. (We will refer to thistopology as the topology of component-wise convergence since convergence in it is justconvergence component by component.)Proof. If we pick p representatives fi1; � � � ; ipg of the classes �= ~G, { here we use that~G is of �nite index in G {, given a con�guration u we can apply one and only one R`in such a way that 0 < ui� <= 1.This means that we can identify B!=R as the set of con�gurations u in B! whichsatisfy ui� 2 (0; 1] if we identify the ends of (0; 1].If a con�guration u 2 O! is Birkho� by Proposition 3.10(4:1) [! � k] + ui� � ui�+k � [! � k] + 1 + ui�for every � = 1; � � � ; p and every k 2 ~G, where [ ] denotes integer part. Since, byassumption, the i1; � � � ; ip cover all the conjugacy classes of �= ~G, we see that if an orbitbelongs to B! and the ui� remain bounded, then the values at each site have a boundedrange. Applying Tychonov's theorem, we can conclude that B!=R is precompact whenwe give it the topology of point-wise convergence. By the de�nition of Birkho� orbit,it is clear that B! is closed in this topology since it is expressed as the intersection ofconditions on each coordinate that are preserved under point-wise limits.
Lemma 4.2. Consider the map F de�ned on O3! by:(4:2) [F(u)]j = �XB3j @@ujHB(u);If H is 1-bounded on bounded sets of O!, then F maps O! into `1. Moreover if H isr{di�erentiably bounded, then F i is a r � 1 map from O! to `1, and the norm of thederivatives of order r � 1 is uniformly bounded.Proof. The proof just consists of restating the de�nition of 1 bounded and noting that ifan interaction is 2 bounded the derivative of the right hand side of (4.2) can be obtainedby taking derivatives term by term in the sum.13



Remark. Notice that F is formally the derivative of the variational principle (3.3).Notice also that in the Frenkel-Kontorovna case it reduces to an analogue of the heatequation in which the Laplacian is discrete.If we remember that O! is an a�ne space modeled on `1, the usual existencetheorem of di�erential equations implies that we can de�ne a local ow �t : O! ! O!satisfying(4:3) ddt�t(u) = F(�t(u)):From the fact that the right hand side of (4.2), is uniformly Lipschitz, we conclude thatthe solutions are de�ned for all time.Using the hypothesis about the symmetry of the coe�cients of the interaction weobtain that for k 2 ~G, q 2 Z.(4:4) TkRqF = FTk:Hence, using the uniqueness of solutions of the di�erential equations de�ning the ow,we also have for k 2 ~G and q 2 Z:
(4:5) TkRq�t = �tTkRqWe show next that the partial orders of De�nition 3.5 are also preserved by theow when the interaction is ferromagnetic.Lemma 4.3. Let F be de�ned as before and let H be a ferromagnetic interaction.Then if u � ~u (resp. u � ~u) we have �t(u) � �t(~u) (resp.�t(u) � �t(~u)).Proof. It su�ces to prove the result in the case u � ~u. De�ne u� = �u+ (1� �)~u. Bythe theorem on smooth dependence on parameters of solutions of O.D.E.'s in Banach14



space, we have that �t(u�) is Cr�2 with respect to parameters if H is r-bounded. (In�nite dimensions, one does not need an extra derivative since, in that case, continuousfunctions on closed bounded sets are uniformly continuous.) Hence, if r � 3 we havethat �t(u�) is C1 and, hence, to prove the conclusion it su�ces to show dd��t(u�) � 0.Recall that if we consider dd��t(u�) as a function of t it satis�es the variationalequations:(4:6) ddt � dd��t(u�)� = DF(�t(u�) � dd��t(u�)�dd��t(u�)��t=0 = u� ~uObserve that, for �xed t and �, DF(�t(u)) is a bounded linear operator on `1(�;R):And note that in this representation the matrix elements of DF(�t(u�)) are positive ifthey are o� the diagonal, and are bounded on the diagonal.Let M(t) = DF(�t(u�)), Dt be the diagonal part of M(t) and N(t) be the non-diagonal part. If H is C3 it follows that the mappings t 7!M(t); D(t); N(t) are C1 andthe derivatives are uniformly bounded. Following the method of variation of constants,we try to write the solution of (4.6) as exp hR t0 D(s)dsiC(t). Since all the diagonalelements commute among themselves, we have:ddt exp �Z t0 D(s)ds� = exp �Z t0 D(s)ds�D(t) = D(t) exp �Z t0 D(s)ds� :Hence equation (4.6) becomes:
(4:7) ddtC(t) = �exp �� Z t0 D(s)ds�N(t) exp�� Z t0 D(s)ds��C(t)C(0) = u� ~uNoting that exp h� R t0 D(s)dsi, N(t), exp h� R t0 D(s)dsi all have non-negative ma-trix elements, it follows that the initial value problem (4.7) is equivalent to:(4:8) C(t) = (u� ~u) + Z t0 R(s)C(s)ds15



where R(s) is a matrix that has non-negative entries. As is standard, we obtain that theR.H.S. of (4.8) can be considered an operator acting on continuous functions de�ned onan interval [0; T ]. It is a contraction if this space of continuous functions has the metricd(C; ~C) = supt2[0;T ] jjC(t)� ~C(t)jjeAt; where A is su�ciently large.From the fact that R(s) has positive entries and that u� ~u � 0 it follows that theoperator de�ned by the R.H.S. of (4.8) preserves the set of C's such that C(t) � 0 for allt. And �nally, since the solution can be obtained by iterating the R.H.S. of (4.8) withstarting point u� ~u, it follows that the solution is negative and the proof of Lemma 4.3is complete.
Since the fact that a con�guration is Birkho� can be expressed in terms of thetranslations that commute with the heat ow, and of the order (which we have shownis preserved), we obtain:Corollary 4.4. Under the above conditions,�t(B!) � B!:Moreover, the ow �t can be de�ned on B!=R.Given any �nite � � � we de�ne:S�(u) = XB\�6=;HB(u):A simple calculation shows:ddtS���t(u)����t=0 = XB\�6=; Xj2B;i @HB(u)@uij F(u)j(u)= XB\�6=; Xj2B\�;i @HB(u)@uij F(u)j(u) + XB\�6=; Xj2B=�;i @HB(u)@uij F(u)j(u)= Xj2�;iF(u)j XB3j @HB(u)@uij + XB\�6=; Xj2B=�;i @HB(u)@uij F(u)j(u) == � Xj2�;i jF(u)j(u)j2 + XB\�6=; Xj2B=�;i @HB(u)@uij F(u)j(u) :16



Notice that on the last line the �rst term is obviously non positive and that the secondone only involves boundary terms. Intuitively, the �rst term should dominate since it isa term that depends on the bulk while the other depends only on the boundary. In thecasem = 1 and nearest neighborhood interactions this was proved in [Go]. Nevertheless,that proof does not generalize to higher dimensions since it relies on the fact that thereare only two boundary terms independently of the size of the cube. Fortunately, for ourpurposes considerably less is needed.Lemma 4.5. Let C be a collection of subsets of � as in De�nition 3.1. Assume thatthere is no critical point in B!. Then we can �nd �0 > 0 and L0 2 N such that for allcon�gurations u 2 B!, all sets � 2 C, and j�j > L0, we have:Xj2� jF(u)jj2 � �0:Proof. Let E�(u) � Pj2�;i jF(u)jj2. Notice that E�0(u) � E�(u) whenever �0 � �.We now proceed by contradiction and assume, contrary to the conclusion, that we can�nd a sequence u(n) 2 B! and a sequence �n of sets in C with j�nj ! 1 such thatE�n(u(n)) �! 0 as n!1:By assumption i) in De�nition 3.1, we can �nd kn 2 ~G such that Tkn�n converges to�. Since E� is invariant under translations in ~G, (i.e. E�(u) = ETk�(Tku) wheneverk 2 ~G), if we consider �0n = Tkn�n and u0(n) = Tknu(n) we have obtained a sequenceof sets �0n converging to � and a sequence of con�gurations u0(n) 2 B! such thatE(�0n)(u0(n)) converges to zero.By the compactness of B!=R we can �nd a subsequence u0(nk) that converges (inB!=R) to u(1):We want to conclude that u(1) is a critical point. (This would contradictthe assumption that there is no critical point and hence prove Lemma 4.5.In e�ect, if we �x j 2 � we havejF(u(1))j j2 = limk jF(u0nk)jj2 � limk E(�0nk)(u0(nk))The �rst equality is true because Fj depends only on the value of the con�gurationon a �nite number of sites and we have point-wise convergence. The second holds17



because E is a sum of non-negative terms one of which is eventually jFj j2; since thelimit of the R.H.S. is zero, we conclude that Fj = 0 for any i; j. Hence, u(1) is a criticalpoint and our contradiction is established.
Corollary 4.6. Assume there are no critical points in B!. Then we can �nd �� > 0and L� 2 N such that for all con�gurations u 2 B! ; and all sets in C of size longer thanL�; we have Xj2�;i jF(u)jj2 � ��j�j�where � is as in De�nition 3.1.Proof. Let L� be as in Lemma 4.5. Applying repeatedly part iii) of De�nition 3.1,we obtain that all sets � of su�ciently large size can be broken into Nk disjointpieces contained in C; each of which has size larger than j�j=Mk. If we choose k =[log(j�j=N�)= log(N)] we conclude that we can divide the set into at least Kj�j� dis-joint pieces each of which is of size at least N�. Since the sum can be divided into thesum of each of these pieces, and Lemma 4.5 tells us that they are bounded uniformlyaway from zero, the claim is established.

Continuing the argument to prove Theorem 3.17 for �nite range systems, we haveon the other hand that if the range of the interaction is r and � is a set in C:������ XB\�6=; Xj2B=�;i @HB(u)@uij F(u)j������ � XB\�6=; Xj2B=�;i �����@HB(u)@uij �����M1 � K�(r; j�j)where � has the same meaning as in De�nition 3.1. Since by assumption iii) of De�ni-tion 3.1 this is negligible compared with the lower bounds in Corollary 4.6, we obtain:Corollary 4.7. If there are no critical points in B!, then for all large enough sets � ofC we have: ddtS�(u)��t=0 � K(j�j) > 018



where K(j�j) does not depend on u.Furthermore, since d2dt2�t(u) is a continuous function on B!=R, which is a compactset, we can bound it uniformly in u. It follows that if there is no critical point in B! wecan �nd t0 > 0 and a cube � � Zm such thatS�(�t0(u)) � S�(u) + �with � > 0. This is impossible since S� is a continuous function on the compact set.From this contradiction we conclude there is a critical point in B! and Theorem3.17 is proved under the assumption that H is of �nite range and 3 bounded.To conclude the proof of Theorem 3.17 as stated, we just have to show that a 2bounded interaction can be approximated by a sequence of interactions for which thetheorem as proved so far applies in such a way that the critical points thus producedconverge to a critical point of the interaction.Lemma 4.8. Let Fn be a sequence of vector �elds derived as in (4.2) from aninteraction Hn satisfying condition (3.2) (periodic phase space). Assume that each ofthe F 's admits a critical point in B! . Assume furthermore that there is another vector�eld F1 coming from an interaction H1 satisfying condition (3.2). Finally, assume:i) For every i 2 �, every u 2 B! , Fn(u)i ! F1(u)iii) Pl supnPjBj=l supu2O! Pi2� j @2@ui@ujHnB(u)jThen F1 has a critical point in B!.Remark. The interpretation of condition ii) is that if we truncate any of the interactionsHn to those interaction terms which correspond to sets of size L, the error incurred canbe made arbitrarily small uniformly in n, in the sense of the jj jj2 semi-norm. Thisis a technical condition that will be easy to verify for the cases that we have in mind.The main one is when we consider a 2 bounded interaction and approximate it by �niterange ones which are obtained by ignoring the interaction terms that have size largerthan a certain number. 19



Proof. Denote by Fn the vector �eld inO! corresponding to the interactionHn. Denoteby F1 the vector �eld corresponding to the limiting interaction. If un are the criticalpoints corresponding to Hn, we have Fn(un) = 0. Given the invariance under R of theinteraction, by substituting Rqnun for our original con�gurations and using (4.1), wecan assume that for all n; n0 2 N we have jjun � un0 jj`1 � 2p, so(4:9) jjun � u1jj`1 � 2p:By the compactness of B!=R given a sequence as above, we can obtain a subse-quence that converges to a limiting con�guration in the sense of point-wise convergence.So that, by passing to a subsequence, we can assume without loss of generality thatun ! u1 in the point-wise sense and Fn(un) = 0.If we �x i 2 �, we have for any n; L 2 N:
(4:10)

jF1(u1)ij =jF1(u1)i � Fn(un)ij� jF1(u1)i � Fn(u1)ij+ jFn(u1)i � Fn(un)ij� jF1(u1)i � Fn(u1)ij+ �� XB3ijBj�L @@uiHnB(u1)� XB3ijBj�L @@uiHnB(un)��+ XB3ijBj>L ���� @@uiHnB(u1)� @@uiHnB(un)����Given any � > 0, by condition ii) supu2O! PjBj>LPi0 j @2@ui@ui0HnB(un)j � �=6p.Using (4.9) and Corollary 3.15, this implies that j @@uiHnB(u1) � @@uiHnB(un)j � �=3independently of n. Once L is chosen, we can �nd n large enough so that the �rst termin the sum in (4.10) is smaller that �=3, and given the uniform convergence assumptionin Lemma 4.8 we can make arbitrarily small the last term in (4.10).
To conclude the proof of Theorem 3.17, we observe that a 2 bounded function of�nite range can be approximated, in the sense required Lemma 4.8, by C3 functionsof �nite range by using just the usual smoothing of �nite dimensional variables foreach of the HB 's. The twist condition is preserved since it only depends on the second20



derivatives of sums of of �nitely many functions of �nitely many variables, which weare approximating. Hence, we can use the results we have already proved to prove a)of Theorem 3.17.In the case where we have an interaction satisfying b) of Theorem 3.17, we canjust approximate the interaction by the cut-o� interactions which agree with the originalinteraction on sets of size up to n and are zero for larger sets. It is easy to check thatunder the hypothesis of the strong twist condition all these interactions will also satisfythe strong twist condition and also converge in a sense strong enough for Lemma 4.8to apply. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.17.
Remark. We note that the regularity hypothesis in Theorem 3.17 can be slightlyweakened. The most delicate analytical point of the proof is that the heat ow can bede�ned on B! for all time. Then, one can use the argument starting in Lemma 4.5. Weconcluded the existence of the ow for all time by making assumptions that impliedthat F was uniformly Lipschitz and then showed that the comparison principle andsymmetries lead to the preservation of the Birkho� character. Note that since we knowthat B! � O2!, it would have su�ced to show that there is a ow de�ned de�ned for apositive time for conditions starting in O3! and that comparison held. Then, the sameargument we have detailed shows that the B! is preserved, hence, that the ow exits forall times when the conditions are Birkho�. There are indeed some models for which thisgenerality leads to new results, but we do not know of any physically interesting one.Nevertheless, analogues of these arguments are needed when generalizing this argumentto PDE's.
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5. ApplicationsIn this section, we discuss some models that can be reduced to situations in whichG 6= ~G. That is, the group that leaves invariant the interaction { and with respectto which we de�ne Birkho� orbits { is smaller than the group that leaves invariantthe lattice. Besides the conceptual simpli�cation of not identifying objects that playdi�erent roles, having these models was an important motivation.As a �rst example we show how �nite compositions of twist mappings can beconsidered in this framework. (This application had been considered by other methodsin [Ma3]) This addresses the fact that even if the conclusions in the dynamical versionof Aubry-Mather theory are invariant under changes of coordinates, the twist hypothesisis not. Relatedly, even if the conclusions of Aubry-Mather theory for a map f imply thesame conclusions for fn, it is not true in general that fn satis�es the twist hypothesis.We recall { we refer to [Ma1] for further details and for some precisions aboutuniformity assumptions that one has to do to deal with the the absence of { that, givena di�eomorphisms M of Tn �Rn that preserves the symplectic form ! =Pi dpi ^ dqiand is exact (M�(Pi pidqi) =Pi pidqi+ dS) where S : Tn�Rn ! R. If we denote by(P 0; Q0) the image of (P;Q) under the map and assume that (Q;Q0) is a good systemof coordinates. (This happens if jdet(@Q0@P )j � a > 0.)Then, we can �nd a generating function h such that the statement M(P;Q) =(P 0; Q0) is equivalent to P 0 = @2h(Q;Q0), P = �@1h(Q;Q0). In that case, a sequenceQn is the projection of an orbit if and only if it is a critical point of the formal actionPn2Z h(Qn; Qn+1)If h�, � = 1; � � � ; p; is a �nite set of these generating functions, corresponding totwist maps M�, we see that if we consider the formal action principle:(5:1) S(Q) =Xn h�(Qnp+�; Qnp+�+1)the variational equations are:(5:2) @1h�(Qnp+�; Qnp+�+1) + @2h��1(Qnp+���; Qnp+�):That is, if we set(5:3) Pnp+� = �@1h�(Qnp+�; Qnp+�+1);22



the equations (5.2) imply that:(5:4) Pnp+�+1 = @2h�(Qnp+�; Qnp+�+1):Taking together (5.3) and (5.4), we obtain:(Qnp+�+1; Pnp+�+1) =M�(Qnp+�; Pnp+�):Hence f(Qnp; Pnp)g is an orbit for Mp �Mp�1 �M1.The variational principle for the action (5.1) can be �tted into those considered inTheorem 3.17 if we consider a one-dimensional lattice � = Z with group of translationsZ and reduced group pZ. Clearly, the action is invariant under these reduced groups.The only partial derivatives that are not zero are those corresponding to neighboringpoints, and in this case they reduce to the twist condition for the individual maps.Notice that this problem is equivalent to the problem of considering the map ob-tained by composing the p twist maps. Nevertheless, in general the map will not satisfythe twist condition.This construction has an analogue in higher dimensions if we associate to a sitein a lattice Zd a value in Rl(d�1)2d . Notice that there is an identi�cation � between[1; l(d�1)2d] and the boundary of �l, the cube of size l. Given a state u we can associateto it the energy V (u) = minfE(~u) : ~u : �l ! R; ~uj@�l = u��g; where E(~u) satis�es thetwist conditions. The Frenkel-Kontorovna model for this interaction can be identi�edwith a one-component Frenkel-Kontorovna model in which each of the sites is blownup to a cube �l and the interaction between the new sites is given by the expressionE if they are in the same block, and by the original Frenkel-Kontorovna if they haveadjacent boundaries.In general this process leads to models in which the potential cannot be expressedas a sum of functions of the one-dimensional variables. Hence the multidimensionalanalogue of the twist condition is violated. This is very similar to the process that iscalled \conjunction" in [Ma3]. It can also be considered an analogue of the block spinrenormalization of statistical mechanics, and indeed the renormalization group pictureof [McK] can also be formulated in this language. Notice that if the dimension of the \time" is larger than one the renormalization process increases the number of variables.23



In the one-dimensional time case { the one most interesting for dynamics { the numberof variables does not increase.We also point out that an statistical mechanics interpretation of these models ismolecules laid in a linear substratum. The atoms in the molecule interact with theirnearest neighbors and with the substratum in a way that depends on the chemicalelement. Since the molecules are arranged periodically, the interactions are periodicwith a period equal to the number of atoms in the molecule.We also point out that this formalisms also allows to deal with some restrictedclasses of several component models. In the statistical mechanics interpretation, thiswould correspond to situations where the internal state of an atom is describe by severalparameters.Frenkel-Kontorovna models with p components have con�gurations which are mapsu : Zn ! Rp. We will denote the components by superscripts and, as before, the site ofthe lattice by a subindex. So for a vector i 2 Zn, ui denotes the vector in Rp which isthe value taken by the con�guration at the site i. For an integer j 2 f1; � � � ; pg, uji willdenote component j of the Rp vector ui. Similarly, we will denote by uj the mappingZn 7! R that to each site associates the jth component of the con�guration at thesite. The interaction of such a multicomponent Frenkel-Kontorovna model is given byHfig = V (ui), where V (x+ e) = V (x) if e is a vector with integer components of length1, Hfi;jg(u) = 1=2n jui � uj j2 if ji� jj = 1, and HB(u) = 0 for any other set B.To reduce such models to the situation discussed in Theorem 3.17, we introducean auxiliary one-component model in which �̂ = Zn�Z. The group G of the new modelwill be Zn�Z acting in the obvious way, and ~G = Zn�pZ. The con�gurations û in theauxiliary model can be obtained from those in the old one by setting û(i1;���;ip;ip+1) =uip+1modp(i1;���;ip) . The interactions are given by:Ĥf(i1;���;ip;pn+1);���;(i1;���;ip;pn+p)g = V (û(i1;���;ip;pn+1); � � � ; û(i1;���;ip;pn+p)If P�=1;:::;p ji� � j�j = 1, we de�ne:Ĥf(i1;:::;ip;`);(j1;:::;jp;`)g = 12 �û(i1;���;ip;`) � û(j1;���;jp;`)�2This identi�cation can be interpreted as saying that we lump together segments ofp elements in the vertical direction and consider them as a site in the original problem.24



If we have a con�guration û of the extended system satisfying(5:5) û(i1;:::;ip;ip+1) = û(i1;:::;ip;ip+1+p)and it satis�es the equations (3.4) the p component con�guration u satis�es the equation(3.4) for the reduced model.Given a frequency ! = (!1; : : : ; !p) we can consider an extended frequency !̂ =(!1; : : : ; !p; 1=p). The Birkho� con�gurations of this extended frequency have to satisfythe periodicity condition (5.5).Unfortunately, these models, even if they have a natural interpretation in StatisticalMechanics, they do not have such a nice interpretation as twist maps in the annulus.(They are dynamical systems in R2d.)For the Frenkel Kontorovna model to verify the twist condition of Theorem 3.17we have to assume that @2@ui@ui0 V (u) � 0 when i0 6= i. Unfortunately, if we want thatthey are functions in a torus V (u1 + 1; u2; � � � ; up) = V (u1; u2 + 1; � � � ; up) = � � � =V (u1; u2; � � � ; up + 1) = V (u1; u2; � � � ; up) we have considered this implies that V (u) =V1(u1) + � � �+ Vp(up), so the model reduces to uncoupled one-dimensional cases.6. References[AD] S. Aubry, P. Y. Le Daeron: The discrete Frenkel Kontorovna model and its exten-sions: Exact results for the ground state. Physica 8D, 240-258 (1983).[An] S. Angenent: Monotone recurrence relations, their Birkho� orbits and topologicalentropy. Ergod. Th. and Dyn. Syst. 10, 15-41 (1990).[BK] D. Bernstein, A. Katok: Birkho� periodic orbits for small perturbations of com-pletely integrable systems with convex Hamiltonians. Inv. Mat. 88, 225-241 (1987).[Ba] V. Bangert: Mather sets for twist maps and geodesics on tori. Dynamics Reported1, 1-54 (1988).[B1] M.L. Blank: Metric properties of minimal solutions of discrete periodical variationalproblems. Nonlinearity 2, 1-22 (1989).25
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